and Ci, C2, C3, • • • is a sequence of positive real numbers. Define N to be the collection of all stopping rules, i.e. functions n: Qi-»/+U { 00 }, where 7+ denotes the set of positive integers, with the properties that for feEi+ the event {ngfe} belongs to SFiCXi, • • • , X k ), where &i(Xi* • • • t Xk) denotes the minimum <r-algebra of elements of SFi in which Xi, X 2f • • • , Xk are all measurable functions, and P\({n< 00 }) = 1. Dvoretzky's results, when Ck = k~f i with j8>?, were that supnetf E{ C n ]C*-i Xi} is finite and that there exists a sequence 61, 62, &3, • • • of positive real numbers with the property that the function n' : Qi-»I+\J { 00 j defined by
belongs to N and satisfies the equation
Such an n' is said to be an optimal stopping rule. Dvoretzky's question was, "Does the limit of b m /(m) 112 as m tends to infinity exist?" This relation was used by Teicher and Wolfowitz in their work on stopping rules in this situation.
As the first step in the proof, a continuous analog to this discrete stopping rule situation is considered; namely, let W be a real-valued Brownian motion with mean zero and variance parameter one defined on the probability space (Q 2 , £2, P2). Let C denote a function defined by C(/)=a' with 0<<x<l or C(Q = (1+/)-* with j8> § for t ^ 0. Define T as the collection of all functions r : Î2 2 -»2?+VJ { 00 }, where R+ denotes the nonnegative real line, with the properties that for any r(E.R+ the event {r^r} belongs to $%(W 9 :s^r) f where &t(W 9 :s£r) denotes the minimum cr-algebra of elements of $2 in which W ê is a measurable function for all 0 ^ s ^ r, and P2({r<oo}) a=s l. is an optimal stopping rule, i.e. T' belongs to T and
1/2 ^feer^ ^o w the same value as given above f or the limit of b m /(m) 112 .
The proof that r' is optimal is accomplished by restricting analysis to stopping rules which belong to a sequence of subsets of T. The subsets are selected such that the range spaces of the considered stopping rules are well-ordered, discrete, and become dense in R+ as the subset index tends to infinity. The former two properties permit proofs of optimality over the set of restricted stopping rules because a given rule can be modified on a subset of 12 2 conditioned on stopping at a particular time. Since such modifications are required at most a countable number of times, measurability properties of the resulting rules remain intact. The denseness property insures that the optimal stopping rules over the subsets of T converge to r', thereby establishing the optimality of r'. This optimality proof depends only on properties following from the relation determining ƒ (r). The explicit value oif(r) is obtained by using D, A. Darling and A. J. F. Siegert's [3] results concerning the first contact time of a continuous Markov process with a constant boundary y which gives a formula for
E{C(T)WT}
as a function of y. The value of y which makes this expression maximum then determines ƒ (r) explicitly.
As the next step in the proof of the result pertaining to the limit of b m /(m) 112 , the relation determining the b f s is expressed in terms of a sampled Brownian motion using Skorokhod's representation of sums of independent, identically distributed random variables. 2 This representation in the form given by L. Breiman 8 provides the existence of 
